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Symbolic comparison of color similarity

JOHN TE LINDE and ALLAN PAIVIO
University 01 Western Ontario, London, Ontario N6A 5C2 Canada

This study investigated symbolic comparison of color similarity using a triplet paradigrn.
Results showed that the time to choose which of two color samples is more similar to a
color name was a function of several measures of distance between the samples relative
to the focal color for the category name. Since colors appear to be represented in memory
only as names and images and not as abstract entities such as features or propositions,
these results provide support for models of symbolic comparison that assume that items
are stored and compared as mental analogs.
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Recent research on the manner in whieh our know
ledge of the world is represented in long-term memory
has made use of a paradigm that involves comparative
judgment of symbolic information. The participants in
these experiments are shown a pair of stimuli, such as
names or pietures of familiar objects or animals, and
their task is to decide which of the two is, for example,
larger in reallife.

The basic finding from these experiments is a syste
matie decrease in the time required to choose between
the two symbols as the psychologieal distance between
them increases. For example, Moyer (1973) found that
the reaction time (RT) to choose the larger of two
named animals decreased as the difference in rated
sizes of the animals increased. These results are similar to
those obtained when subjects are asked to make size
comparisons among physical stimuli actually presented
(Curtis, Paulos, & Rule, 1973).

Several findings within a variety of symbolic cornpari
son tasks permit strong inferences concerning the nature
of symbolic information in long-terrn memory. Moyer
(1973) suggested that his subjects made some kind of
internal "psychophysical judgment" among analog
memory representations. Such representations store our
knowledge of the world in a form that is highly isomor
phie with or analogous to perceptual knowledge
(Attneave, 1972; Cooper & Shepard, 1973). They
"contain" information that bears a continuous (analog)
relation to the perceptua1 information aroused by the
perceptual objects themselves. Paivio (1975) proposed
that these analog representations may take the form of
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visual images. According to dual-coding theory (Paivio,
1975, 1978), two independent but interconnected
systems exist in memory for retaining knowledge of the
world. Perceptual information, such as the sizes of
objects, is stored in a nonverbal image-processing system.
Linguistie information, on the other hand, is stored
separately in a verbal processing system. According to
the model, subjects in a size comparison task would
make their judgments by first converting the object
names to analog (possibly image) codes and then com
paring these representations.

Paivio (1975, 1978) recently tested dual-coding
theory and other theories that assurne a more abstract
(essentially linguistie) data base for symbolic compari
sons. In one series of experiments (Paivio, 1975),
Moyer's (1973) basic finding was extended to inc1ude
size comparisons of objects from an infinite rather
than a finite set, comparisons within and across con
ceptual categories, and comparisons using pictures and
words as stimuli. In addition to verifying the symbolic
distance effect, these findings demonstrated (1) that
decision times are not determined by subjects' use of
overlearned verbal labels (since the items were never
presented more than once to a subject), (2) that RTs
did not vary as a function of category membership,
(3) that pietures of objects resulted in consistently
faster comparison times than did object names, and
(4) that it is possible to induce a Stroop-type conflict
when pictured size difference is incongruent with
memory size difference.

Semantic network and propositional models of long
term memory cannot easily explain such findings (see
discussions by Ranks, 1977; Paivio, 1975). Such ap
proaches, for example, are seriously constrained by the
finding that category membership per se has no effect
on size comparisons. More importantly, propositional
theories predict no distance effect or one opposite to
that obtained; that is, the smaller the difference, the
shorter the connecting path between the two items, and
the faster the predicted decision time. Dual-coding
theory, on the other hand, is able to account for the
results. Subjects simp1y retrieve and compare the items
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Figure 1. Color chart depicting the color chips (focal =
numerals, peripheral = letters) and color categories used in
constructing triplets (adapted from Berlin & Kay,1969).
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METHOD

sponse bias resulting from frequent associations between
the verbal labels for the poles of a linear continuum
and items falIing near those extremes. On the color
circ1e, however, similarity relations between colors
cannot be coded with reference to any fixed point or
pole. Obtaining a symbolic distance effect by varying the
psychological simiIarity of colors presented for corn
parison would definitively rule out accounts of the
function in terms of verbal associative habits between
items and points on the continuum.

The present study was an attempt to detennine
whether a symbolic distance effect can be obtained for
judgments of color similarity between a color name and
two color chips of varying distance from the color
name on the hue circle.

RED YELLC1N YELlOW GREEN GREEN BLUE BLUE P\JqPlE P\.JI;f'LE RED

Stimuli
The stimuli were selected from the color chart used by

Berlin and Kay (1969) in their study of color categorization
across languages. This chart is composed of 320 Munsell color
chips of 40 subjectively equally spaced hues and 8 deg of bright
ness, an at maximum saturation. The entire array forms a corn
plete hue circle. The stimuli used in the present experiment were
seven basic color names (red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple,
and pink) and 21 color chips from the chart. These color chips
were 7 chosen as the best exemplars of the color names in the
Berlin and Kay study and 14 chips located toward the boundaries
of the categories denoted by the color names. Thus, each color
name was represented by one focal and two peripheral color
chips. For those cases on the Berlin and Kay chart where more
than one focal color chip existed for the color name, the chip
most central for the category on the hue dimension or the chip
nearest the midpoint on the brightness dimension was selected.
The color chips and the color categories used are depicted in
Figure l.

From the chart, each of the seven focal color chips can be
specified in terms of the number of perceptual steps that sep
arates it from the other focal chips. For example, the foeal
color chip for yellow has a distance' of 22 visual steps from the
focal color chip for blue, while a shorter distance of 8 steps
separate the yellow and orange focal chips. In this manner, the
shortest (i.e., progressing in the shortest direction around the
hue circle depicted by the chart) distance between all possible
pairs of the seven focal color chips was measured. This yielded a
range of distance measures from 2 steps for red/orange to 22

as mental analogs without regard for c1ass membership
or verbal associative relations between the object and the
comparative. The picture-word differences in RT are
predicted from the theory since the analog/image
system is assumed to be accessed more directly given
pictures rather than words as stimuli. The assumption
that manipulations within the visual memory system
may involve visual processes readily predicts the Stroop
type conflict obtained with pictured but not named
stimulus items.

Reported here is an experiment designed to extend
the symbolic comparison paradigm to judgments of
color similarity. Color possessesseveralunique perceptual
and semantic attributes that are of particular theoretical
interest when color is used as a variable in symbolic
comparisons. First, colors appear to be examples of
items that are represented in semantic memory only as
names and images. Katz and Postal (1964), for example,
use color distinctions in linguistics as an example of
categories that are based purelyon perception and not
codable by linguistic features. Shepard (1964) states
that colors are examples of "unitary" stimuli that
tend to be "reacted to as homogeneous unanalyzable
wholes" (p. 59); such stimuli are distinct from those
that can be analyzed into perceptually discrete com
ponents or properties (e.g., geometric figures). It is
reasonable to assert, then, that much of our knowledge
of the psychological relations among colors is based on
perception and memory images and not on language.
Indeed, Shepard and Cooper (Note 1) found that con
genitally blind subjects and a pure rod monochromat,
in contrast to normally sighted subjects, gave highly
variable judgments when asked to judge similarity be
tween pairs of color names. These data and the preced
ing statements imply that it would be difficult to ex
plain how similarity comparisons between named
colors could be made from a discrete abstract or proposi
tional data base representing color in semantic memory.

A study of comparative judgments involving color is
interesting for a second reason. Whereas previous re
search in comparative judgment has involved bipolar
linear continua such as size, friendliness, and so on,
comparison of hue involves an underlying nonpolar
circular dimension, namely, the hue circle. This dimen
sion requires that, instead of comparing items with re
spect to apolar reference point implied by the instruc
tions in previous tasks, subjects must be given an explicit
point of reference. By using a triplet paradigm where
subjects are asked to judge which of two colors is more
simiIar to a named color, for example, the reference
point (i.e., the named color) is explicitly given and can
be varied from trial to trial. These features provide a
new potential source of evidence for evaluating com
parison models. For example, the color circle would
eliminate effects of the polar reference present in
linear continua. A verbal associative approach might
explain the symbolic distance effect in terms of a re-



steps for yellow/blue. Each of the 14 peripheral color chips was
also measured relative to the focal color chip for its category,
yielding a range of distance measures from one to five steps.

Stimulus trip lets were constructed from the distance mea
sures described above. Each display consisted of a color name
and two color chips of varying distance from the color name
positioned on either side of the name. For example, the name
"red" was combined with a red peripheral color chip and the
focal color chip for yellow. Stimulus triplets were constructed
in this manner for 189 combinations of color names and color
chips; 27 triplets for each color name.

For each of these triplets, three indices of psychological
distance were computed. For example, the green (chip)/red
(name)/blue (chip) triplet yields aleast distance of 13 steps,
a subtractive distance of 3 steps, and a ratio distance of .81.
Least distance refers to the distance between the color name and
the eloser color chip. Subtractive distance is the distance re
maining after the distance separating the color name and the
eloser color chip is subtracted from the distance separating the
color name and the further color chip. Ratio distance is simply
the ratio of the distance between the color name and the eloser
color chip to the distance between the color name and the
further color chip. These distance measures (least, subtractive, and
ratio) have been shown to be significant predictors of RT in other
syrnbolic comparison tasks. Subtractive distance has been the
usual measure in pair comparison tasks, such as judgments of
relative size (e.g., Moyer, 1973; Moyer & Bayer, 1976; Moyer &
Landauer, 1967). Parkman (1971), in a study requiring subjects
to choose the !arger of a pair of numbers, found that the numeri
cal distance of the digit eloser to zero was the best of a num ber
of predictors of RT, ineluding subtractive distance, or "split,"
as he termed it. The importance of ratio distance has been
implicated in a number of studies as weIl. Paivio (1975), in a size
cornparison task, demonstrated that pairs of objects with larger
size ratios (based on normative ratings of object sizes) produced
faster decision times than pairs with small size ratios. Holyoak's
(1978) reference point model for number comparisons is founded
on the principle that RT is a linear function of a distance ratio of
two compared numbers from a reference point. As a temporary
compromise to the factorial structure of the present experiment,
subtractive distance was used as the distance variable in con
structing stimulus lists. Of the three, this measure permitted
proper balancing of psychological distance values across the
category and directionality variables ineluded in thc study (see
later explanation of between-within category and uni-/
bidirectional triplets). The use of subtractive distance does not
mean it was feit to be the best of the three distance predietors of
RT, only that it is one possible measure for demonstrating a
symbolic distance effect in color comparison.

The 189 stimulus triplets yielded subtractive distances
ranging from 0 to 21 hue steps. This range of values was sampled
fairly equally within the 27 triplets for each color name, with
the exception of distances greater than 14 steps. Since there
were only 17 trip lets with distances greater than 14, these
triplets were eliminated from further consideration, leaving
172 triplets with distances ranging from 0 to 14 steps. These
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triplets were collapsed into five groups. Group 1 included all
those trip lets having subtractive distances of 0, 1, and 2; Group 2
ineluded all those triplets having subtractive distances of 3, 4,
and 5; and so on through Group 5, which included those triplets
with distances of 12, 13, and 14.

A second variable ineluded in the design was the direc
tionality of the subtractive distance, that is, whether subtractive
distance was obtained from measurements proceeding in the
same direction around the color circle from the color name
(unidirectional) or from measurements proceeding in opposite
directions around the color circle from the color name (bidirec
tional). For example, the subtractive distance value for the
yellow (chip)/red (name)/orange (chip) triplet is unidirectional,
since the yellow/red and orange/red original distance values
were obtained by counting steps in the same direction around
the hue circle. On the other hand, the orange (chip)/red (name)/
purple (chip) subtractive distance is bidirectional, since the
original distance values were obtained by counting in opposite
directions around the hue cirele. The stimulus triplets were
further grouped into those involving a within-category compari
son (i.e., those ineluding a peripheral color chip from the same
category as the color name) and those involving only compari
sons across color categories (between-category comparisons).
Examples of the stimulus triplets are given in Table 1.

Four different lists were constructed. Each list consisted of
60 different trip lets ineluding an equal number (12) from each
of the five subtractive distance groups. Within each of these
distance groups, eight triplets of the between-category type
were ineluded, with these split evenly between unidirectional
and bidirectional triplets. Similarly, four triplets of the within
category type were ineluded in each of the five distance groups,
with these split equally between unidirectional and bidirectional
types, A triplet appeared only once in any one list, although
some were repeated across lists. Four additional lists were
constructed by reversing the left-right position of the color
chips.

Procedure
For each trip let within the four basic lists, the color name

was typed in Executive typeface capitals on the center of a
10.2 x 15.3 cm (4 x 6 in.) neutral gray card. These cards were
constructed so that two 1.5-cm square color chips could be
positioned 2 cm to the left and right of the color name.

The trip lets were presented in a Gerbrands two-channel
mirror tachistoscope. Luminance was equated as nearly as
possible with that specified by the Munsell Color Company
(1966) for color chip comparison. Each trial consisted of a
verbal "ready" signal followed by a fixation field (500 msec
duration). This was followed by exposure of the stimulus triplet
for as long as the subject needed to respond. Five practice trials
preceded presentation of the experimental items. All subjects
understood that they were to press the button on the same side
as the color chip more similar in color to the color name. RTs
were recorded on a PDP-12 computer.

Four subjects were assigned to each of the four basic lists

Table 1
Examples of Triplets Used

Distance Measures
CategoryColor Color

Chip Name Color Chip Subtractive Ratio Least Direetionaiity Condition

Purpie Orange Pink 4 .64 7 Uni- Between
Green Red Blue I .94 15 Bi- Between
Orange Yellow Peripheral Yellow (b) 7 .13 I Uni- Within
Red Green Peripheral Green (a) 11 .27 4 Uni- Within
Yellow Blue Purpie 13 .41 9 Bi- Between
Red Purpie Peripheral Purpie (b) 7 .22 2 Bi- Within
Yellow Pink Red 6 .54 7 Uni Between
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SUBTRACTIVE DISTANCE GROUPS

Figure 2. Median reaction times for colorsimilarity compari
sons for between- and within-eolor category tripletsand for uni
and bidirectional triplets as a function of subtractive distance
group,

= 8.62). Thus, the interactions presumably reflect the
effects of idiosyncratic stimulus items and will not be
given any further consideration.

The data plotted in Figure 2 confirm the presence of
a symbolic distance effect for judgments of color simi
larity. It can be seen that decision time generally de
creased in a linear fashion as subtractive distance in
creased. Trend analysis of the distance main effect
revealed a significant linear component [F(l ,32) =
37.59, MSeffect =.60, MSe =.016, p< .001], but no
significant higher order components. A negative func
tion was obtained for both the between- and within
category comparisons, as well as for the directionality
variable within these conditions. These distance effects
are comparable to those obtained in other studies of
symbolic comparison (see Banks, 1977;Moyer&Dumais,
1978, for a review) and were obtained using a compara
tive dimension that should eliminate any effects of
verbal response bias due to polar reference or end
anchor effects.

Exceptions to the smoothness of the functions are
found at subtractive distance Groups 2 and 5 for the
unidirectional triplets. It can be seen that there is a rise
and a sharp drop for these triplets at distance Groups 2
and 5, respectively, in the between-category condition.
Conversely, there is a drop at distance Group 2 for
unidirectional triplets in the within-category condition.
This opposite trend at distance Group 2 suggests again
that the unidirectional fluctuations and the two result
ant interactions already discussed are probably due to
the effects of idiosyncratic items."

The data in Figure 2 show no effect of directionality
on RT. An analysis of error data, however, revealed a
higher error rate for bidirectiona1 (mean = 14.58%)
than for unidirectional (mean = 8.33%) triplets
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RESULTS

lnitially, a 5 (distance groups) by 2 (within-/between
eategory eomparisons) by 2 (direetionality) by 2 (first
vs. seeond presentation of lists) by 2 (left-right order)
by 4 (lists) analysis of varianee, with repeated measures
on the first four factors, was carried out on the median
correet RTs. The two or three triplets in each list with a
subtractive distance of 0 from the Group 1 distance
group were scored as correct regardless of the choice
made, since both chips would be correct as defined by
the color chart. The percentages of incorrect choices
excluded from the analysis were 15.6%, 18.7%,9.1%,
8.6%, and 5.7% for subractive distance Groups 1,2,3,
4, and 5, respectively, collapsing over lists,directionality,
and between-jwithin-category comparison conditions.
Since the first vs. second presentation of a list had mini
mal direct and interactions effects in the analysis, this
variable was dropped from further analyses.

The results showed signifieant main effects for
subtractive distance groups [F(4,32) =36.8, p< .001]
and for between-/within-category comparison conditions
[F( 1,8) = 64.2, p< .001]. Separate ANOVAS for
the between- and within-category comparisons condition
both showed main effects of subtractive distance
[F(4,32) =15.6, P < .001, and F(4,32) =12.5, p< .001,
respectively]. The only other signifieant effeets were a
tri ple interaction of Directionality by Distance Groups
by Between-/Within-Comparison Conditions [F(4,32) =
3.4, p< .05] and a quadruple interaction of Lists by
Directionality by Distance Groups by Between-/Within
Comparison Conditions [F(12,32) =2.4, p< .05]. Two
considerations suggest that these interactions present
no serious qualification of the distance group or of the
between-/within-category comparison effect. First, the
distance and category variables did not interact with
each other, nor did they separately interact with lists or
directionality. Second, the mean squares for the triple
and quadruple interactions were .066 and .048, re
speetive1y, values that are mueh smaller than those for
the distance group effect (MSeffect = .58) and the
between-jwithin-category comparison effect (MSeffect

Subjects
Sixteen subjects (aged 18-45 years) participated in the

experiment, either for course credit (10) or for pay (6). All
subjects were prescreened for color discrimination ability with
the Famsworth-Munsell JOO-Hue Test (1957). All subjects
tested wereable to complete the experiment.

(two to each !ist and its left-right reversal). Triplets withineach
list were presented in random order, and the left-right position
ing of the more similar color chip was also randomized over
triplets. Each subject was presented his list twice, once in the
forward and onee in the reverse order. Thus an experimental
session consisted of a color discrimination test followed by the
first presentation of a !ist. The subject was then given abrief
rest and asked to perform a simple rating task aspart of another
experiment. Finally, the subject was given the second presenta
tion of the list,
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Table 2
Intercorrelation Matrix for Distance Measures

Table 3
Intercept (Milliseconds/Unit), Slope (Milliseconds/Unit), and

R' Values for Distance Measures

Distance
Measures Subtractive Ratio Least

Ratio -.764
Least -.311 .761
B-W* .201 -.617 -.739

Distance
Measure Intercept Slope R'

Subtractive 1671.14 -28.57* .131
Ratio 1104.93 766.96* .440
Least 1135.79 51.97* .553
B-W 2072.58 -438.31 * .465

*p < .001

between-category triplets, 2"Dichotomous variable (1
within-category triplets).

Other Distance Measures
For each of the 160 unique triplets used in the four

basic lists of the experiment, the three distance mea
sures, subtractive, ratio, and least, were used. An addi
tional dichotomous variable, B-W (one for between
category triplets, two for within-category triplets), was
defined. These measures and the variable were to some
extent intercorrelated, and the intercorrelation matrix
is given in Table 2. Mean RTs were computed for each
triplet. In computing mean RTs, only data obtained
from trials where a correct response was made were
considered.

Table 3 shows the intercept, slope, and R2 values for
each distance measure and the dichotomous variable,
using the method of least-squares regression. Consider
ing only the distance measures, the table shows that the
greatest amount of variance in mean RTs is accounted
for by least distance, then ratio distance, and to a
lesser extent by subtractive distance. Thus, the latter
seems to be a relatively poor predictor of RT when
compared to ratio and least distance, although still
significant (p< .001). Because of the apriori inter
correlations among the distance measures, their relative
predictive strengths warrant closer examination. Using
the method of partial correlation, estimates can be made

Ratios for all triplets showed an average of .61 for
between-category triplets and an average of .27 for
within-category triplets. Similarly, the average least
distance measure for between-category triplets was
9.01, compared to an average of 2.21 forwithin-category
triplets. To determine whether the between-/within
category effect may have been caused by the effects of
an uncontrolled distance measure, a regression analysis
of RT with several indices of psychological distance
was conducted.

[t(15) =4.63, p< .001]. This result indicates that
comparison of similarities straddling the reference point
(i.e., the color name) in bidirectional triplets is in some
sense more difficult than comparison in unidirectional
triplets. The increased difficulty of the former paralleis
findings in number comparison and preference judg
ments. Holyoak (1978) found that for unilateral and
bilateral number triplets (e.g., the comparison Pairs 3-4
vs. 4-7 for reference point = 5), RT to choose the
digit closer to five as slower for bilateral than for uni
lateral triplets. Coombs (1958), in a preference judg
ment task, found that subjects produce more incon
sistencies in their preference orderings of gray chips
varying along the light-dark dimension if the chips lay
on opposite sides of the "ideal" or maximally preferred
chip than when the chips lay on the same side. There
may be a number of reasons for the increased difficulty
of bilateral cases, especially given that this difficulty
was only manifested in the error data for the present
experiment. Further research is needed here.

The data in Figure 2 show that comparisons involving
a color chip within the category defined by the color
name were consistently faster than comparisons made
solely across color categories. This effect may be the
result of matches among verbal labels for the colors in
within-category triplets. Subjects may have named the
chips implicitly and then responded rapidly whenever
one of these labels matched the color name. Another
verbalization strategy that could lead to faster within
category choices would be for subjects to choose the
color chip that could not be easily named, since per
ripheral chips, in contrast to focal chips, are poorer
examples of their color categories. Such strategies
could account for the main effect of the within-category
condition and, indeed, might be expected, since any
time a peripheral color chip was seen it was the correct
choice. However, what makes the within-category re
sults interesting is that such verbalization strategies do
not predict the distance effect found for these triplets.
Why should subtractive distance have any effect on the
speed of the match between identical verbal labels or
the time needed to evaluate a color chip's nameability?
Clearly, such strategies cannot solely account for the
comparison process in within-category triplets.

A partial explanation of the main effect may He in
uncontrolled ratio or least distance differences between
the between- and within-category comparison condi
tions. Examination of the previously calculated ratio
distance measures revealed them to be generally larger
for triplets in the between-category condition. For
example, the red (chip)/green (name)/yellow (chip)
triplet with a subtractive distance of 4 has a ratio of
11/15 '" .73 between the original distances of the color
chips from the color name. In contrast, the purple
(chip)/pink (name)/peripheral pink (chip) with the same
subtractive distance has a ratio of 2/6 =.33 between the
original distance of the color chips from the color name.
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Table4
Partial Correlations for Distance Measures

Measure Removed R

Subtractive -.362**
Distance Ratio .301**
Measure Least -.205*

B-W -.314**
Ratio, Least, B-W -.118

Ratio .663**
Distance Subtractive .643**
Measure Least .224*

B-W .421**
Subtractive, Least, B-W -.003

Least .144**
Distance Subtractive .112**
Measure Ratio .493**

B-W .481**
Subtractive, Ratio, B-W .342**

B-W -.682**
Distance Subtractive -.661**
Measure Ratio -.462**

Least -.293**
Subtractive, Ratio,Least -.295**

of the relation between apredictor and RT after the
effects of other predictors have been removed. Table 4
presents the results of such an analysis.

Table 4 shows that subtractive distance accounts for
only 9% of the variance in RT when ratio distance is
partialled out, and 4% of the variance in RT when least
distance is partialled out. Conversely, ratio and least
distance still account for 41% and 51% of the variance,
respectively, when subtractive distance is removed from
each measure. Since ratio and least are better than
subtractive distance as predictors of RT, some of the
between-/within-category effect in Figure 2 may be
explainable as a ratio or least distance effect. Such an in
terpretation would seem to fit nicely with the results of
Hutchinson and Lockhead (1977), who found that
decisions about which of two named animals was more
similar to a third were faster when the comparison
animals were from the same category as the reference
animal than when they were from different categories.
Nonetheless, part of the between-/within-category
effect in Figure 2 must also be due to some unique
property of within-category triplets, such as peripheral
chips always representing the correct choice. This
follows because the dichotomous variable in Table 4
remains a significant predictor of RT after the effects
of all three distance measures are removed.

Tables 3 and 4 reveal that least distance is the strong
est predictor of RT. This result is somewhat anomalous
in the light of current knowledge about models of
comparative judgment. At first glance the least distance
effect would support a counting model such as that of
Parkman (1971). For comparisons of color similarity,
the model would work as follows. Upon presentation of

*p <.05 **p < .001

a triplet, the subject might scan, starting at the color
name, a memorial (image) representation of the color
circle, possibly in both directions simultaneously (sep
arate consideration of uni- and bidirectional trip lets
gave the same pattern of results as those presented in
Tables 2, 3, and 4). When one of the comparison chips in
a triplet is encountered in this process, the subject
chooses it as the most similar and responds appropriately .
However, such a model predicts that no distance effect
will remain once the effect of least distance is partialled
out. Parkman hirnself and others have shown that this
prediction does not hold up (Buckley & Gillman, 1974;
Shepard, Kilpatrick, & Cunningham, 1975). The present
data as well still show significant correlations for sub
tractive and ratio distance when the effect of least
distance is removed (Table 4). Clearly, a pure counting
or scanning model does not explain the comparison
process in the present experiment.

A more likely account of the least distance effect
may be made by considering the instructions given
subjects. Subjects were asked to choose the more similar
of two color chips to a color name. These instructions
may set subjects to expect a cluster of highly similar
colors. Presenting a triplet in accord with subjects'
expectations would permit a faster response than a
triplet violating expectations. Such an expectancy
hypothesis has recently been proposed to account for
semantic congruity effects in symbolic comparison
tasks (Marschark & Paivio, in press). With this expect
ancy account of the least distance effect, a discrimin
ability measure more in accord with current data could
still be used to predict decision time in the present task.
Distance ratios, for example, predict that RT (1) in
creases monotonically with the distance of the compari
son items from the reference point and (2) decreases
monotonically as the difference between the two items
increases. For the present data, the increase in RT in
Prediction 1 above could in part be due to a violation of
expectation engendered by the instructions. If so, a test
of this hypothesis would be to present subjects with the
same color comparison task but with instructions to
choose the more dissimilar color chip. The prediction
from the expectancy hypothesis is that the increase in
RT in Prediction I above would be somewhat attenuated
(but not eliminated, since it is the distance of the
comparison items from the reference point together
with the distance between the comparison items that
determines the ratio value), since subjects would now be
prepared for a cluster of dissimilar colors.

A word of caution is important. The present experi
ment was designed solely for the purpose of examining
whether subtractive distance would produce a symbolic
distance effect in color comparison, and not as a means
for evaluating the predictive power of several distance
measures. The preceding analysis was conducted pri
marily to determine whether the between-/within
category effect in Figure 2 could be attributable to the



effects of uncontrolled distance measures. The results,
in part, confirm this premise. However, the results of
future research in color comparison testing predictions
from the expectancy hypothesis or examining the pre
dictive strengths of several distance measures would not
affect the general conc1usions from this study. Briefly
stated (and discussed in more detail below), the symbol
ic distance effect, because it was obtained using colors
around the hue circ1e and a triplet paradigm of com
parison , provides compelling support for an analog
model of symbolic judgment.

DISCUSSION

The present research c1early demonstrated a symbolic
distance effect for comparison of color similarity. The
effect was found to be consistent over subtractive
distances obtained through unidirectional and bidirec
tional measurement around the hue circ1e, and for
comparisons between and within color categories.
Although the correlational analysis indicated that
subtractive distance is not the best predictor of RT, the
overriding significance of the distance effects obtained is
the support they provide for an analog model of com
parative judgment. If the positions of Katz and Postal
(1964), that color distinctions are not codable by
linguistic features, and of Shepard (1964), that colors
tend to be regarded as "unanalyzable wholes," are
accepted, then it is difficult to explain how the sirni
larity comparisons could be made other than through a
"psychophysical" comparison of color chips and an
analog (image) representation of the color name on the
hue circ1e. The memorial data base necessary for any
discrete (propositional, feature, etc.) semantic memory
theory to explain the symbolic distance effect would
not exist for color.

This is also true for a semantic coding model of
syrnbolic comparison (Banks, 1977; Banks, Clark, &
Lucy, 1975; Banks & Flora, 1977). This model assurnes
that a discrete linguistic code is associated with the
stimuli in a comparative judgment task (e.g., "small"
and "large" for two stimuli on the size dimension)
that are then compared and matched to the instructions
so that a response can be made. However, these codes
are assumed to be generated from a data base that stores
information about individual items as propositions or
feature elements of some sort (Banks, 1977). Such a
data base would not exist for representing individual
colors. The semantic coding model could assurne that
information about the relationships (e.g., similarity)
between colors are stored as linguistic codes in long
term memory. Thus, for red the code "very similar"
may relate it to orange, the code "similar" may relate
it to yellow, and so on. This idea, while plausible, be
comes rather unparsimonious when held to account for
the present results, since it would require that all percep
tually discriminable colors (both across and within
categories, since a significant distance effect was ob-
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tained for within-category triplets) be coded relative to
all other colors in this way. That subjects would retain a
large linguistic structure of relational information in
this manner seems unlikely. Furthermore, the number
of finely-graded distinctions between colors would
require that the linguistic codes relating them also be
finely graded (e.g., similar, similar+, similar++, etc.).
But, as Moyer and Bayer (1976) have pointed out, such
modifications of semantic code theories cause them to
resemble an analog model.

An additional problem with the semantic coding
model arises from the fact that certain stimuli in the
present experiment were presented in analog form
(i.e., as color chips). The semantic coding model assumes
that such stimuli must be translated from their analog
forms into digital codes (Banks et al., 1975, p. 36).
This translation process, which precedes the critical
comparisonjdecision stage, is assumed to produce
"coded semantic descriptions." It is hard to conceive of
the form that these descriptions would take in the case
of color stimuli. If these codes are merely similarity
labels (such as "very similar" and "similar" relative to
the variable color name reference point), then the
semantic coding model simply begs the question regard
ing the basis and stage at which colors are compared.

Finally, it could be argued that subjects made their
comparisons on the basis of verbal associations between
color names. Names do not contain explicit hue simi
larity information, but there do exist verbal associative
habits between adjacent colors on the hue circ1e. Ex
amples are "greenish blue" and "reddish orange." In
some cases subjects may have chosen the more similar
color chip on the basis of such associations, but such a
strategy could not explain the choices made for those
triplets where the color chips were not adjacent, and
hence would not possess verbal associations with the
color name. It seems, then, that the best account of
color similarity comparison and the RT functions
obtained in this experiment is in terms of a perceptual
analog model.

In summary, the results of this experiment dernon
strated that a symbolic distance effect can be obtained
in comparison of color similarity. The effect was obtained
for various conditions of comparison and over a unique
comparative dimension, the hue circ1e, using a triplet
paradigm. These findings impose serious constraints
on long-terrn memory models that assurne a discrete
(essentially linguistic) data base for symbolic compari
sons, since colors appear to be items that do not readily
lend themselves to feature coding in memory. The re
sults are consistent with models that allow symbolic
stimuli to be compared on the basis of analog codes in
memory.

REFERENCE NOTE

1. Shepard, R. N., & Cooper, L. A. Representation 01 colors
in normal. blind, and color-blind subjects. Paper presented at
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the j~in~ meeting of Division 5 of the American Psyehologieal
Association and the Psychometrie Society in Chieago, 1975.
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NOTES

1. For the purpose of the present study, the above mea
sures were taken to differentiate colors primarily in terms of
hue, although sorne brightness variation is included in the mea
sure. Not included in the measures are slight differences in
saturation between colors. For two reasons this confounding
does not seriously restriet conclusions from the study. First, in
all but four of the above measures, the distance for hue is greater
than that for both brightness and saturation. The exceptions
are the distances between the chips for focal red and orange
focal purple and pink, focal orange and peripheral (b) orange:
and focal pmk and peripheral (b) pink, where hue and bright
ness contnbute equally to the measure. Second, it seems that
brightness and saturation variation may play little or no role
in similarity comparison of named colors. Fillenbaum and
Rapoport (1971) had subjects rank order all possible pairs of
15 color names on the basis of subjective similarity. In a scaling
analysis of the data, they found that the color name space
yielded an orderly array of almost perfeet correspondence to the
hue circle, but found little effect of brightness or saturation
although certain color names varied considerably on thes~
dimensions. Also, in the present experiment, a scaling analysis
(lNDSCAL, Carrol & Chang, 1970) perforrned on subjects'
choices for each triplet yielded a two-dimensional array of
elose correspondence to the hue cirele, with little effect of
brightness or saturation. Such results indicate that brightness
and saturation information has minimal weight in comparison
o.f memory color similarity, although the memory representa
tions may contain such information.

2. Trend analysis of the data plotted in Figure 2 revealed the
presence of a significant quadratic component [F(l,32) = 6.5,
M~effect.= .13, ~Se = :02, p = .03] in the distance function for
unidirectional triplets m the between-category condition. Since
this was the only function possessing a significant higher order
component, probable idiosyncrasies in the stimulus items for this
condition are feit to provide the best explanation for the higher
order trend and the resultant interactions.
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